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Building
with Insulating
Concrete Forms

Photo © Bruce Carrell. Photo courtesy The Carrell Group.

Feature

By Gary Brown

A

s the North American construction market starts to show signs of
recovery from the economic downturn, there appears to be a
different mindset with respect to building practices today. Until
recently, material costs and construction time were deemed key drivers
of how structures would be built. There tended to be less concern on
the building’s operating expenses once they were constructed.
Today, builders and owners are more aware of the need to provide
well-constructed facilities with superior materials that have a positive
impact on operating costs and are less harmful to the environment
during its lifecycle.
Many manufacturers have been educating architects, owners, and
builders about the value of such building products for years. While
receptive to the theory of better materials, the decision of how
much will one actually save on the building’s construction costs
versus the expenses of operating it usually took precedent with the
construction material used. This does not necessarily mean the
newest products available, however.
Centuries-old solution to a modern problem
One example of a superior building material that has been around for
centuries is concrete. It has evolved with the aid of modern building
processes and is now used with expanded polystyrene insulation
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(EPS) in the form of insulating concrete forms (ICFs). Concrete has
a high thermal mass, which translates into thermal storage relative
to other structural building materials. Concrete is able to absorb
heat, store it for a period, and then gradually release it. EPS has
excellent insulation properties. Using foam insulation on a building
significantly increases the R-value of walls––therefore, it saves energy
and reduces greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions over the building’s
useful life.
Recently, a Tim Hortons in Kitchener, Ont., was constructed using
ICFs. One of the key motivators for selecting ICFs for this project
was the long-term benefit of lower operating and lifecycle costs.
Additionally, advantages of using ICFs for this project (which took
place through the winter months) was it could be constructed in a
short time without additional heating expenses and weather delays
typically experienced when using standard construction methods.
The ICF component of the job was completed in less than two
weeks so the owner achieved savings during construction and will
continue to enjoy savings over the building’s life. The contractor
found it was more efficient than conventional building as they were
able to consolidate trades skills, making overall project co-ordination
run more smoothly. Also, less hands-on work meant more quality
control and less chance for worker error.
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ICFs to ensure they are straight and plumb
before, during, and after the concrete is
placed into the forms, which is done using
a pump truck.
The mixture is normal portland cement
with a compressive strength between 17
and 28 MPa (2500 and 4000 psi). The
recommended slump is five to six, and a 130
to 19-mm (1⁄2 to 3⁄4-in.)aggregate is suggested
depending on the concrete form size. Due to
the pressure exerted during the pour, an ICF
block that has a high form capacity rating is
advised. It is also important the form be able
to withstand internal concrete vibration to
ensure complete concrete consolidation.
Once the concrete is poured and allowed
to cure, one is left with a reinforced concrete
wall system offering a five-in-one building
solution. This provides:
• structural strength;
• interior and exterior insulation;
• a vapour barrier;
• a sound barrier that has an STC rating of
50; and
• webs used to hold the two EPS insulation
panels together, which then becomes the
framing elements.
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ICFs are stay-in-place concrete forms
comprising two EPS panels held together with
plastic webs. Each panel is 63.5 mm (2.5 in.)
wide and the concrete core can be 102 mm
(4 in.), 152 mm (6 in.), 203 mm (8 in.),
254 mm (10 in.), or 305 mm (12 in.),
depending on the building type, height, and
engineering requirements. Premium ICF
blocks are revisable with an interlocking
system that ensures a tight connection to
help prevent separation and floating with
concrete placement. The blocks are placed on
reinforced structurally engineered building
footers, and are stacked similar to Lego.
As the blocks are piled, reinforced steel
is placed inside the ICFs. The vertical steel
placement sits atop the web and is locked
into place by the configuration. Cut outs for
doors and windows are made as the walls
are stacked and window and door bucks
are placed into the openings. Buck material
can be pressure-treated wood, vinyl, or steel,
depending on the contractor preference and
building design.
The walls are braced on the inside for
support during the concrete pour and also
provide a means to adjust the installed

A typical 152-mm (6-in.) ICF reversible block
showing EPS insulation and plastic webs.
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mvic Building System is the most innovative
manufacturer of high quality expanded polystyrene
(EPS) products in the construction industry.
Amvic products including Insulated Concrete Forms (ICF),
AmDeck floor and Roof system, SilveRboard rigid insulation
system, and the new EnerTILT insulated tilt-up wall system.
Amvic’s products are well engineered, energy efficient,
environmentally friendly and easy to use. The innovative
designs and unique features make them the best choice for

your next building project. Amvic building products are
also recognized as sustainable (green) building products:
our insulated concrete forms can contribute up to 21
points toward LEED certification as proven by a third party
product assessment.
We continually strive to incorporate your needs into the
design of our products to provide you with strong, safe,
sustainable and energy efficient structures. We can say with
confidence that you will build to a higher standard with Amvic.

Amvic Building System
T/F 1 (877) 479-9991
www.amvicsystem.com
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The Regetta project in Portland, Ore., used insulating concrete form (ICF) walls with exterior insulating finishing systems (EIFS).

Gypsum wallboard is easily attached on the interior, and any exterior
finish (e.g. hard stucco, exterior insulation finishing systems [EIFS],
brick, or siding) are all very easily attached directly to the ICF
according to local code requirements.
This combination of concrete thermal mass, rigid insulation, and
expanded polystyrene R-value—along with an air barrier preventing
air infiltration—creates a wall system more energy-efficient than many
of its traditional counterparts, reducing energy consumption from
30 to 50 per cent. This allows for better indoor temperature control
and significantly improved healthy air quality as the conditioned
internal air remains in the building and the outside unconditioned
air is unable to infiltrate the building envelop. This helps to eliminate
any potential mould or mildew problems in the wall system. A higher
R-value in the walls provides a thermally efficient envelope that, when
coupled with the right mechanical systems, means more uniform and
economical heating and cooling within the building.
All of these attributes made insulating concrete forms particularly
attractive for a student residence in Waterloo, Ont.
According to project contractor Al Way, of Jamesway Construction,
the 14-storey building reduces energy consumption, has consistent
indoor temperatures, and features improved noise reduction. This is
the highest load-bearing ICF structure in North America to date at a
height of 40 m (131 ft).

Pictured above, this 40-m (131-ft) student residence in Waterloo,
Ont., is the highest load-bearing ICF structure in North America.
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Sustainability features
Building products that have a portion of their constituent materials
from recycled products reduce the need for virgin materials in new
construction. Employing reused materials lessens what goes into the
landfill. It also lowers the environmental impact from extracting and
processing virgin materials.
ICFs, in their finished state, are an excellent example of using
recycled products. The webs are manufactured using 100 per cent
post-industrial recycled plastic, making a form 60 per cent recycled
material by weight.
Concrete incorporates three major types of recovered materials:
• fly ash, slag cement, and silica fume, which are industrial byproducts
used as a partial replacement for portland cement in concrete;
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• recycled materials or concrete, which can be used as aggregates in
concrete; and
• spent solvents––such as used oils––that are used as fuel in many
cement plants.
The other building component of ICF construction is rebar. The steel
bars placed inside the ICF prior to the concrete pour are 99 per cent
recycled material.
Originally, ICFs were used primarily for basement foundations
in residential construction. This practice has evolved to include the
full exterior walls in residential and commercial construction. ICFs
today are used for every type of building from the foundation to the
complete wall system.
There are some companies who often insist on using ICFs for
any new building construction. The Bank of Montreal (BMO) is
one such company. ICF was designed into BMO banks due to its
structural integrity, speed and ease of construction, and lower
lifecycle building costs.
ICFs have proven to be a very adaptable construction material.
Creating a radius wall can easily be accomplished by cutting pieces to
fit onsite with minimal waste. Yet, in some cases, one could provide the
manufacturer with drawings and specs to manufacture a form to the
exact dimensions. With the BMO project in Hamilton, the building
had one wall that was comprised almost entirely of windows. The
builder was able to hide steel columns in the ICF, allowing them to
maintain the wall thickness in certain areas and adding to the visual
appeal without having built-out columns showing.

The Shershni community in Siberia, Russia, is one of the largest ICF
projects ever completed worldwide.
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Bank of Montreal (BMO) buildings are constructed with insulating
concrete forms (ICFs) due to the structural integrity, speed and ease
of construction, and lower lifecycle building costs.

A Kitchener, Ont., Tim Hortons was built in a short time
throughout the winter months without additional heating
expenses and weather delays due to using ICFs.

Construction costs
The cost of using ICFs rather than conventional construction is most
sensitive to the price of labour, steel, and concrete. While ICFs may
add three to five per cent initially over buildings using wood framing,
there are many advantages that can make ICF construction’s initial
expenses equal to or less than conventional construction.
When looking at the long-term energy savings and carbon
footprint reduction of ICFs, any initial cost increase is significantly
reduced by 30 to 50 per cent on the building’s energy savings. These
savings start right away in an ICF building, and pay back every day of
the structure’s life.
ICF construction also saves money by reducing labour. These
wall assemblies include the insulation, framing vapour, and air
and sound barriers all in one step. In addition, large openings in
conventional construction require large headers and supporting
posts, whereas ICF construction decreases expenses because one
only needs extra reinforcing steel directly around the window and
large openings, cutting down the materials required (i.e. concrete,
rebar, and ICFs).

construction easier for many. There are some visually spectacular
architectural structures incorporating insulating concrete forms
meaning there is no need to substitute form for function. A good
example of residential application for ICFs is a home built recently
by The Carrell Group (pictured on page 68) in South Carolina. This
structure exceeds 1579 m2 (17,000 sf), incorporates multiple radius
walls up to 8 m (27 ft) high, and integrates a pool and retaining wall.
The global community has embraced insulating concrete forms
as well. The recent completion of the Shershni Community in
Siberia, Russia, is one of the largest ICF projects ever completed
worldwide. This entire community used nearly every known ICF
design, including radius walls, multiple angles, cantilevers, concrete
floor attachments, and more. Being built in Siberia, construction
needed to continue in extreme weather that prevented use of other
building methods.
ICFs are a modern building technology that incorporate centuries
of building practices to meet today’s needs for energy-efficient,
sustainable, and cost-effective construction.

Conclusion
The application diversity for insulating concrete forms can be seen
across the country. From small retail businesses and large corporate
headquarters to energy-efficient private homes, ICFs have made

Gary M. Brown, vice-president of marketing for Toronto-based Amvic
Building Systems, has been with the company for the last seven years.
Prior to this, Brown was in the energy-efficient, sustainable building
material industry for 15 years. He can be reached via e-mail at
gbrown@amvicsystem.com.
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